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AMERINDIANS AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO BARBADIAN LIFE 

IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY1 

JEROME S. HANDLER 

Slaves were a crucial element in the society of Barbados 
from early in the seventeenth century to  1834. The vast 
majority of these persons were of African birth or descent, 
but during the seventeenth century and part of the eighteenth 
as well, the island's slave population also included smaIl num- 
bers of Amerindians. In an earlier article,2 I have tried t o  
describe the manner in which Amerindians were first enslaved 
in Barbados, the policies and procedures by which they were 
brought to  the island, and their sociolegal position in Barba- 
dian society. In this paper, I would like to sketch what can 
be ascertained about their way of life during the seventeenth 
century, and suggest the kinds of contributions they may 
have made t o  the island's early culture. 

Briefly, when Barbados' first European colonists arrived 
from England in early 1627, no  native population was 
encountered on the island. Shortly after the colonists' 
arrival, a small group was sent to  the Dutch settlement in 
Guiana which, upon return t o  the island, brought back a new 
plant complex and about thirty free Arawak Indians who had 
voluntarily agreed t o  aid in the colony's development. Within 

I 

two or three years of their arrival, the Arawaks were reduced 
to slavery. During subsequent decades of the seventeenth 
century, other Indians, invariably coming as slaves, were 
intermittently brought t o  Barbados from a variety of places, 
primarily the northern coastal areas of South America and 
neighboring islands in the Lesser Antilles, but also, on occas- 
ion, from New England. Despite these importations, Indians 
never exceeded more than a slight fraction of Barbados' total 
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population; thus, their opportunities to  make considerable 4 

contributions to  the island's early culture were minimized. 
By the early decades of the eighteenth century, it was re- 
ported that no Indian slaves were on the island, although 
contacts between Barbados and Caribs of the Lesser Antilles 
probably continued for some time thereafter. 

The social and demographic insignificance of Indians in 
Barbados undoubtedly accounts for the sparsity of references 
to them in the voluminous literature dealing with the island 
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. I can make no 
claims to having exhausted all of this literature, but after 
considerable search, it is apparent that any historical recon- 
struction of Amerindian culture on the island must rely 
heavily on conjecture. For purposes of this paper, I have 
tried to  limit myself to  those areas of life which seem t o  be 
readily or directly suggested by the written (printed and 
manuscript) sources. 'These sources, however, even if they 
mention Indians as such, rarely specify a cultural or tribal 
name such as Carib or Arawak. 
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In the mid-seventeen1 rY Henry ed 
that Barbados' populatlulr lllcluded "Incllarr= alld miserable 
Negroes born to  perpetual slavery, they and their seed." By 
the time of Whistler's visit, Indian slave importations had 
been regularly established in Barbadian life, although it is 
presently impossible to  specify the total number of people 
involved. I t  is known, however, that during the late 1640's 
and early 1650's, the island's Amerindian population was a 
small one. Richard Ligon and another observer noted that 
Indian slaves w in numb  either offered any v 

population f i ~  the othl travellers visiting 
Barbados during c111s period do rlor mention Indians in their 
descriptions of the island, an'indirect corroboration that 
their numbers were relatively few. Von Uchteritz, a German 
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., Although these figures may be exaggerated, the suggestion of 
a large contingent of Indians on one plantation is difficult to  
account for in terms of other contemporary sources. A simi- 
lar difficulty is posed by Spoeri's observation, based on visits 

C to  the island in the early 1660's, that "there are also many 
Negroes and Indians who are brought as slaves by the 
English." 

During this period (and later), Indian slaves seem t o  have 
been employed primarily in household and domestic chores, 
rather than as field labourers on sugar plantations, and they 
apparently were governed by the same legal code that was 
applied to  African slaves. Some of the earliest Indians 
brought to the island, especially those from the Dutch of 
Guiana, may have been converts to  Protestantism, and later 
in the seventeenth century other Indians may have been 
affected by Quaker doctrine and practice as well as by the 
Anglican church. Amerindians, it may be surmised, shared * 
some broad and general cultural features with Africans, and, 
as with Africans, they suffered and died as a consequence of 
European diseases, were occasionally manumitted or escaped 
from the island, learned English, and were involved in mating 
relationships with Europeans. Evidence for most of the above 
assertions has been reviewed in my previous article, but, as 
indicated above, the distinctive sociocultural characteristics 
of this Indian population are difficult to  ascertain in any 
great detail; however, some of these characteristics can now 
be reviewed. 

Despite the brevity of his description of Barbados' Amerin- 
dians, Richard Ligon, who lived in Barbados from 1647 to  
1650, offers more substantive details than any other contem- 
porary source. He is impressed with the Indian men whom 
he finds to  be active, clever, and quick t o  learn. On his map 
(the earliest known detailed map of Barbados) he includes a 
small drawing of a man identified by the name Salymingoe. 

w 
This Indian is shown standing while holding a bow of 
approximately his own height. Large bows were characteris- 
tic of many South American forest peoples, and Antillean 
Caribs in particular employed bows of about six feet in 

* 
length whose arrows were often dipped in a poison manufac- 
tured from the sap of the manchineel tree (Hippomane 
mancinella). Although Ligon comments that the fruit of such 
trees is "said to be one of those poisons wherewith the Indian 
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cannibals invenom their arrows," it is unclear if his discussion w 

is meant to apply to  B, 11 as well. Salymingoe,  
on Ligon's map, is also d ring what seems to be 
a girdle or loin cloth, a ai irs to  be short, but 
whether it is cut or simply pulled up and tied is difficult t o  I 

tell from the sketch itself. He is also shown as wearing a sort 
of crown which might easily be a feather headdress, an item 
common amcng the Island Caribs and other people of north- 
ern South America. 

Ligon's comments on Barbados' Indian women are more 
detailed: 

[their hair] hangs down upon their backs as low as their haun- 
ches, with a large lock hanging over either breast, which seldom 
or never curls; clothes they scorn t o  wear, especially if they be 
well shaped. A girdle they use of tape, covered with little smooth 
shells of fishes, white, and from their flank of one side t o  their 
flank on the other side, a fringe of blue bugle which hangs so  low 
as t o  cover their privities. 

This description very closely resembles ones given of the hair 
and clothing styles of Island C; rrinidad Arawak) 
women. His comments on Ind Len prompt Ligon to  
offer additional remarks on Ya female Indian slave 
from "The Main", whose story of enslavement has become 
classic in Caribbean lore. These comments might indicate 
that Indians lived apart from both African slaves and Euro- 
pean indentured servants, and that miscegenation was not 
an unknown c re: 
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This woman I Y a r ~ c o ]  would not be wooed by any means t o  
wear clothes. She chan with child by a Christian servant, 
and lodging in the Indi: amongst other women of her 
own country, where th n servants, both men and women, 
came; and being very great, and that  her time was come t o  be  
delivered, loath t o  fall in labor before the men, walked down t o  a i 

wood, in which was a pond of water, and there by the side of the 
pond brought herself abed; and presently washing her child in 
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Sexual relations between Negroes and Indians are reflected in 
the case of ~ i t u b a  z half-Negro, half-Carib female slave from 
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Barbados who, with her mate John Indian, was taken bv her 
owner to  New England. In the early 1690's Titllhil achieved 
considerable notoriety and was a major figure in thc events 
which led t o  the Salem witch hunts. 

In his book, Ligon implies that Indian women were primar- 
ily, if not  solely, employed in household tasks. On the other 
hand, the men 

we use for fontmen, and killing of fish which they are good at 
With their own bows and arrows they will go out,  and in a day's 
time kill as much fish as will serve a family of a dozen persons 
two or three days, if you can keep the fish so  long. 

Row and arrow fishing is known from northern South 
America, but it was a common tcchnique among the Island 
Carib who used long threc-pronged arrows attached by strings 
t o  wooden floats. In mid-seventeenth century Barbados, des- 
pite the concurrent utilization of fishing seines and presum- 
ably hooks and lines, fish was a highly-prized con~modi ty ,  for 
a variety of social and technological factors combined to  
limit its supply-even at this pcriod Barbadians were buying 
salt and dried fish from New England. It  is thus understan- 
dable that Ligon should speak so approvingly of thc Indians' 
special talents in this endeavour; this might also hclp to  ex- 
plain why he included a drawing of Soiy~nir lgu~'  on his map, 
for it is hard t o  account for this inclusion unless thc Indian 
was someone whose qualities Ligon admired. Although thcrc 
is scant evidcncc, it may well be that Amerindian fishcrmcn 
in Barbados comprised a "privileged slatre subgroup", a pat- 
tern which has bccn cstablishcd by Richard Price for, a t  least, 
the French islands of thc Lcsscr Antilles. 

This conjecture also can be supported by other information 
Ligon presents. Adjaccnt t o  his drawing of ~ l l / . ~ , r r i r ~ ~ o ~ ,  he 
appends a sketch of the Indian's " 3  5 feet long" canoc. 'I'hc 
boat appears t o  have a plankcd hull with a raised bow and 

e 
stern. An apparcnt center piecc projccts above thc boat's 
sides, perhaps being a thwart against which rowers could rest 
their backs. Judging from 1,igon's skctch and its dimensions, 
thc boat was probably an Island Carib pirogrlr, i.c., a largc 
dugout canoc with plank sides. It is not  unrcasonablc to  
cxpcct that Barbados' Indians had canoes of any typc, for 
such items were common features of Amerindian matcrial 
culture and were frequently cmploycd in fishi~lg by the Island 
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Carib in particular. However, the presence of canoes is more 
difficult to explain in light of the Indians' status as slaves. 
Canoes would have obviously facilitated escapes, unless it can 
be conjectured that 1)  the "loyalty" of people such as 
SaIyrrrin~oe was not in question, or 2) that the hypothesized e 
special status enjoyed by Indian fishermen permitted their 
retention of canoes which, while employed in fishing, offset 
the risk involved in their being used for escape. 

Richard Price has noted that Island Carib slaves "could be 
kept only under severely repressive conditions" and were 
prone to escape from their captors. That canoes might have 
been used to escape from Barbados is suggested by an oral 
tradition of a Negro slave family which Griffith Hughes re- 
cords in his book, written sometime in the 1740's. This story 
relates to a group of Indians who might have voluntarily come 
over initially from some neighboring islands. According to 
this tradition, 

these Indians could not for a long time be brought in subjection by 
the whites [but]  the last attempt was so vigorous that it  obliged all 
the Indian inhabitants of the town to make their escape in their 
canoes t o  the neighboring island; which they all did except one * 
woman and her son, a young lad. The latter soon afterwards making 
his escape, also, his mother, in a short period, pined to death. 
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Whatever the case, it a rse of dugout canoes 
by non-Indians did no n impact on Barbados' 
culture, but some other Indian devices employed in fishing 
may have. Fish poisons were very common in aboriginal 
America and Island Caribs were known to have employed a 
number of them. Although there is presently no direct evi- 
dence that such poisons were employed by Barbados' Indians, 
it can be suggested that they were not only using them, but 
also introduced them into the island's fishing technology. It 
is known that fish poi: iced in Barbados, for in . 
1724 the Barbadian A . law t o  control it, the 
law's preamble stating rnar 

divers ill-disposed persons, fishermen and others, have of late used 
the juice of the manchineel trees, and poison trees, and other  poisonous 
juices and therewith have poisoned and destroyed great quantities of 
fish in and about the bays, creeks, and shoals of this island. 

Although my research on this topic has been confined to  
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secondary sources, I was unable to  find any reference to  the . manchineel (Hippomane mancinella) or poison tree (Sapium 
hippomane) being used as a fish poison. Gower remarks that 
the Island Carib employed the manchineel for such purposes, 
but Hodge and Taylor are dubious and suggest she may have 
confused the manchineel with another plant. The Sapium 
hippomane is not mentioned in any context in Hodge and 
Taylor's comprehensive ethnobotanical work on the Island 
Carib of Dominica. However, various genera of the botanical 
family t o  which both trees belong (Euphorbiacae) have been 
used for such purposes in the Antilles and northern South 
America, and the manchineel, as noted before, was reported 
as being used by the Island Carib for-an arrow poison. I have 
been unable t o  identify the "other poisonous juices" men- 
tioned in the law's preamble. In Barbados, the poisoning of 
fish continued on through the years, and in 1766 another law 
was passed imposing more severe penalties against those who 
continued "such a pernicious practice." 

Indians may have also introduced both Europeans and Afri- 
cans to  other fishing and marine collecting techniques. Al- 
though Ligon laments the paucity of sea turtles coming t o  

& Barbadian shores, noting these are "the best food the sea 
affords," efforts were apparently made t o  collect them; the 
method he describes involved the overturning of females as 
they came onto the beaches a t  night to  lay their eggs, a pro- 
cedure which was also commonly employed by the Guiana 
Indians and Island Caribs. Griffith Hughes describes a similar 
method being employed in Barbados in the mid-eighteenth 
century, and late on an early summer's night in 1962 I parti- 
cipated in this type of a turtle hunt on a stretch of beach 
near the village' of Chalky Mount. I t  is not implausible that 
such a technique is a survival of the contracts of the island's 
early culture with Amerindians. 

A similar line of reasoning can be applied t o  crab collecting. 
w Crabs were an important source of food among the Island 

Caribs, and they were often searched for by torchlight, a 
technique also employed in lobster fishing; yet, the extent 
and degree of Amerindian influence in this area of Barbadian 
life is also uncertain. In 163 1 ,  Henry Colt remarked that land 
crabs "are not good to  eat," an observation also recorded by 
Spoeri in the 1660's. Ligon also noted that whites refrained 
from eating land crabs, but they were enjoyed by the Negroes, 
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an observation repeated a century later by Gr.iffith Hughes. 
Although neither author specified the techniques employed 
in collecting land crabs, an American, temporarily resident on 
the island in 1814, described the technique then commonly 
employed as follows: 

The crabs are caught in the night. The catchers go with a torch and 
a stick. The light of the torch blinds the crabs, so that they cannot 
run; the catchers then n with a s their backs. After 
having turned as manj wish, they lem in a basket. 
They are then put alit essel of fr~ where they remain 
several days, after whiLll urLy ~lre taken ou, ,,,, ,,eked as they are 
needed. 
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As recently as the summer of 1965, I observed land crabs 
being collected in a similar manner along Barbados' south- 
western coast. 

With respect to sea crabs, Spoeri noted they "are eaten 
just like cray fish," and close to a centuw later Hughes P 

observed that Barbadian fish ng for them, as 
well as lobsters, at night and es made from a 
local bush; I also participateu 111 sucll LUILII-light expeditions 
among the coral reefs of Barbados' east coast during 1961- a 

1962, the torch at this time being constructed of small 
squares of old automobile tires strung on a metal wire. 

The presumed influence of Carib torch fishing techniques 
on Barbadian culture is seemingly made apparent in the 
following description of a method employed in catching fly- 
ing fish, reported to to the island in 1802: "The 
Negroes take them a example of the Charaibs [sic] 
very successfully in IIIC uaIK; they spread, I was told, their 
nets before a light, and disturb the water at a small distance: 
the fish rising eagerly fly toward the light, and are intercepted 
by the nets." This method was also recorded by another 
writer twelve years later who noted that flying fish were 
caught "by being kcoyed at night, by the light of a torch, 4 

into meshes, hung up above the sides of boats." Aside from 
"a small scoopnet," nets were not a part of the traditional 
Isla] fishing I gy, and the torch fishing 
met red abov sily represent an amalgam of .* 

Cariu auu fifro-Eurorcdll Lczhnol~gies. Griffith Hughes 
remarked that nets were frequently utilized in fishing and that 
a common type was "a small hoopnet"; since this net is not 
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described, it is difficult to  say t o  what extent, if  an>7, it resem- . bled or derived from the "scoop net" which Richard Price 
reports as an aboriginal Island Carib device. Finally, Hughes 
mentions that a very common method of catching fish was by 
taking them "up with the hand," a technique also reported . among the Island Carib and which may have been derived 
from this cultural influence. 

In general, it appears that the more important conrributions 
Amerindians made to  the island's early culture were in areas 
closely related t o  the domestic arts and the exploitation of 
plant life. 

When the first group of Amerindians (Arawaks from 
Guiana) arrived at Barbados in 1627, a complex of New 
World plants including potatoes (see below), tobacco (Nico- 
tiana tubacum), maize (Zea mays),  cassava 0.r manioc (Manihot 
esculenta), and pineapples (Ananas comosus)  was also intro- 
duced, the latter plant becoming "the most highly valued of . fruit plants." Indeed, a primary reason why a ship was sent 
to Guiana in the first place was not to  bring Indians back to  
the island, but rather to acquire tropical subsistence and com- 
mercial crops which could be transplanted in the Barbadian 
environment. The above noted plants, as well as sugar cane, 
were mentioned by persons who had participated in the 
Guiana venture, but other plants brought back from Guiana 
at the same time seem to have included a variety of Old World 
ones such as various citrus fruits and plantains ( ~ u s u  para- 
disiaca), and New World plants such as cotton (Gossypium bar- 
badense), arnotta (Bixi orellana), and probably yams. 

Most of the New World plants were found widely distri- 
buted in the tropical areas of northern South America, the 
Guianas, and the Antilles. However, only two of the ones 
introduced into Barbados in 1627 seem to  present any prob- 
lem of botanical identification. David Watts is doubtful 
about the identification of the yam. He suggests the possi- 
bility of its being either of South American or African origin, 
but leans towards the African identification of Dioscorea alata, 
noting that by 1627 African yams had a wide distribution in 
the northern coastal areas of South America, "being mixed 
with native yams at times." The native American yam, Dios- 
corea trifida, was extensive in tropical America from the 
Antilles through Brazil. It seems more likely that this was the 
yam which arrived in 1627, to  which later on other varieties 
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from the Old World were added; or, it may be, as Watts has 
suggested, that "more than one species of yam arrived" at . 
this time. 

The other F .tical plant was the potato which Watts 
tentatively ider~rrlrc~ as Solanum tuberosum, an identification 
I would disagree with on tfie following grounds: the solanurn 
tuberosum was native to  the cool lands of South America, was 
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apparently not found in the t ro~ica l  areas, and is poorly 
adapted to  tropical climates : 5 low altitudes. The 
potato introduced in 1627 w bly the sweet potato 
(Ipomoea batatas) which had an exrcnsive distribution in the 
tropical areas-a distribution coinciding with, but being wider 

I 
than, manioc-and is specifically identified for regions such 

I 
as the Guianas, northern South America, and the Antilles. In 

I addition, in the region from which the Arawaks came, the 
sweet potato, and not solanum tuberosum, was used in making 
a native beer. This type of beer was also made in Barbados 
from the earliest days of colonization (see below). b 

Aside from the plants mentioned above, other New World 
Indian plants were brought to Barbados in subsequent years, 
but, of the crops introduced for commercial purposes in 1627, 
cotton and t ways of the island's * 
economy un by sugar cane. As David 
Watts has WI 
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widely. After a rew years. . . sugar cane fell into disuse, and even- 
tually disappeared from the island, befor introduced as a 
commercial ~ l a n t  in 1637. . . I t  was not late sixteen- 
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Arnotta, one of the ye plants in all of 
tropical South Amel I to have little, it any, significance 
in the island's comrr :onomy. 

Most of the food ( ~yed a considerable role in the 
islanders' subsistence patterns, and, although direct evidence 
is tenuous, it might be reasonably assumed that the Arawak 
techniques of planting and cultivating such crops were of 
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equal importance, especially in the colony's early days. This, 
at any rate, has been suggested by Watts who also points out 

C 

that the early colonists were not only unaccustomed to  the 
tropical environment and the ecological-demands it imposed, 
but also that few of them had had any previous farming 

@ experience at all. 
Among Amerindian root crops, the potato was of consider- 

able importance. A visitor in 1634 noted that "this kind of 
root grows in such abundance that you can carry off whole 
wagon loads of it for nothing," and four years later an island 
resident wrote that "it is the best provision we have in the 
land both for ourselves and servants, but chiefly for them, for 
they will not desire. . . no other provisions but potatoes 
boiled." By the mid-seventeenth century, potatoes were a 
standard part of the slaves' as well as indentured servants' 
subsistence allotments. A resident on the island summarized 
the plant's importance as follows: " [it] is the ordinary 
bread. . . and in such abundance that it may be termed at 
all times the staff and support, and in necessity the refuge of 
the island." 

From the potato was made Mobbie  or Mauby,  a common 
seventeenth century drink which, according to Ligon, was 

& 
prepared by Indian women. The drink was made by taking 
the potatoes which "after they are boiled are beaten to a 
mash [and] then strained with water through a bag and so 
drunk will not last above one day." 

Whistler adds that drink must be rmade': . . two times a day 
or else it will be too stale," but Ligon notes that Mauby, "if 
it be put up in small casks. . . will last four or five days good." 
He also offers the most detailed description of the drink's 
manufacture. The process, as he describes it, involves either 
"red" or "white" potatoes being first put into a water-filled 
tub which is stirred until the potatoes are clean. Removed 
from the tub, the potatoes are then placed in a large "iron or 
brass pot" and enough water is poured in to cover about one- 
fourth of them. The pot itself is covered with a piece of can- 
vas or cloth to  contain the steam and a small fire is lit under- 
neath so that the potatoes will cook slowly. When they are 
"soft," they are removed, placed in fresh water, hand-mashed 
into small lumps, and left in this water for an hour or two. 
The water and potato lumps are then dumped into a conical 
wooden bag which functions as a sieve, the liquid drops 
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through into a jar, and "within two hours it will begin to 
work. Cover it, and let it stand till the next day, and then it 
is fit to  be drunk." Ligon adds that "the drink. . . being tem- 
perately made does not at all fly up into the head, but is a 
sprightly thirst-quenching drink," and Spoeri commented that 
mauby "satisfies like beer or wine," noting that molasses or 
sugar juice as well as "a bit of  ginger" were added t o  the drink 
before fermentation started. Riet, describing the lavishness 
of meals at the planters' homes in 1654, remarked how they 
"present whatever drink one wants: wines from Spain, 
Madeira, the Canaries; French wines, and sweetened mauby 
for those who d o  not want wine." And in 1652, Von 
Uchreritz noted "The gentry make a drink of the Batata root, 
which they put in a sack, soak it in water, press it into a 
stone crock, and allow it t o  ferment. As with other drinks, 
they add sugar and lemon juice which is then a charming and 
lovely drink." There is no doubt that Europeans also manu- 
factured Mauby and in the mid-eighteenth century, sugar or 
molasses was added to  the drink in order t o  increase 
fermentation. 

Cassava or manioc, another Amerindian plant introduced to  
the island in 1627, was used t o  make, according to  Ligon, 

Perino, a drink which the Indians make for their own drinking, and 
is made of the cassava root. . . [by] their old wives, who have a small 
remainder of teeth to chew and spit out into water (for the better 
breaking and macerating of the root). This juice in three or four 
hours will work and purge itself of the poisonous quality. . . This 
drink will keep a month or two being put into barrels. 

Petino or  Pawanow was very favourably compared t o  English 
beer, and the fermentation process was started in a typically, 
Amerindian fashion. Although Barbadians continued t o  
make the drink in the eighteenth century, the basic Arnerin- 
dian technique of mastication was apparently dropped by 
this period. Commenting on the above quoted passage from 
Ligon, Oldmixon-whose account of Barbados in the early 
18th century was based on eyewitness verbal reports as well 
as written materials-wrote: "As for the old womens' chew- 
ing the cassavy root, 'tis a falsity, or a t  least has not been 
practiced in Barbados in the memory of man, the Petino being 
made of the cassavy worked up with su ar, after i t  is baked." t: Both ~ m r b y  and Perino were similar, i not  identical, t o  the 
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sweet potato and cassava beers common among the Island 
Carib in the seventeenth century and widely distributed in 
northern South America. I am not sure about the derivation 
of the name Perino. However, the word Mauby seems likely 
to have derived from the Island Carib ma hi, meaning the red 

e variety of sweet potato, or mabi, referring to the "generic 
name for edible roots or tubers." The word Mauby itself 
survives today in Barbados as the name of a popular bitter- 
sweet drink whose basic ingredient is not potato, but the bark 
of a tree. 

Cassava became one of the staples of the early Europeans' 
diet. It was in teaching the colonists how to process the root, 
remove the prussic acid and render it into an edible food, that 
Amerindians made one of their most enduring contributions 
to,the island's culture. 

Ligon notes that female Indian slaves "who are better 
versed in ordering the cassava and making breah than the 
Negroes, we employ for that purpose." As usual, his account 
offers more details than that of others: 

[the Indians] wash the outside of the root clean, and lean it against 
a wheel, whose sole is about a foot broad, and covered with latine 
made rough like a large grater. The wheel to be turned about with a 
foot, as a cutler turns his wheel. And as it grates the root, it falls 
down in a large trough, which is the receiver appointed for that pur- 
pose. . . [The grated cassava] being put into a strong piece of double 
canvas, or sackcloth and pressed hard that all the juice be squeezed 
out, and then opened upon a cloth and dried in the sun i t  is ready to 
make bread. 

The large trough, noted by Ligon, could easily have been 
modelled after an aboriginal manioc trough such as the one, 
carved from a single piece of wood, found among the Island 
Carib. But the wheel-grater device was probably a non-Indian 
innovation and seems to be remarkably similar to  a device 
more recently found in Barbados and utilized in the pro- 
cessing of arrowroot (Maranta arundinacea). Arrowroot itself 
is an Amerindian plant which, in 1668, was introduced to 
Barbados from Dominica, and was a minor cash crop on the 
island until fairly recent times. However, in processing the 
cassava, traditional Amerindian techniques generally involved 
first the scraping off of the skin and then the grating of the 
root with a grater made of thorny branches, coral, or wood 
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and stone splinters set in a board. In squeezing the juice 
out  of the grated cassava, a cylindrical basketry strainer or 
press (commonly known as a matapi or tipiti) was employed. As 
described by Ligon, Indians in Barbados seem to  have been 
employing a t  the time a mixture of native and European 
techniques in processing the root. Joshua Steele, a Barbados 
planter writing in 1785, describes a method of cassava 
preparation which further attests to  the endurance of 
Amerindian influence on this procesi: 

The common method of squeezing the cassava in Barbados, is twist- 
ing it  u p  in a coarse towel, fastening one end of cloth t o  a hook or  
to the  staple of a door, and again twisting u p  the other end, and 
keeping it  extended by the hard labour of a strong handed cook or  
scullion, which wears ou t  the towels very soon-but when this Indian 
bag was used by my domestics, they were delighted with it  and a 
Negro servant remembered the like being used by her old master, 
whose estate. . . was bought fo r  me about 16 years ago; I found 
upon inquiry many of the white people in the island knew these bags 
very well, but  made n o  use of them. 

Cassava graters, sometimes made of copper, were common 
items in seventeenth century plantation kitchens, reflecting 
the widespread use of this plant as a basic subsistence item. 

In making bread from the cassava, one observer in the early 
1650's reported that the grated root is baked "upon a stone 
or iron, as they bake oat cakes in England"; Spoeri noted 
"the English bake the flour into cakes on a hot stone between 
two irons" but Ligon only mentions an irongriddle, another 
European manufactured item, apparently modelled after the 
Indian device: 

They have a piece of iron which I guess is cast round, the diameter 
of which is about  20 inches, a little hollow in the  middle . . . about 
half an inch thick a t  the brim o r  verge, but thicker towards the  
middle with three feet like a pot,  about six inches high that  fire may 
be underneath. T o  such a temper they heat this pone (as they call it) 
as t o  bake, but  no t  burn. When it  is made thus hot,  the Indians 
whom we trust t o  make it, because they are the  best acquainted 
with it, cast the meal upon the pone, the whole breadth of it, and 
pu t  it  down with their hands, and it  will presently stick together. 
And when they think that  side almost enough, with a thing like a 
battle-dore, they turn the other, and so turn and return i t  so  often 
till i t  be enough, which is presently done. S o  they lay this cake 
upon a flat board, and make another, and so  another till they have 
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made enough for the whole family. 
* 

Ligon also points out that the settlers tried to  adapt the 
cassava t o  the tastes of contemporary English society by using 
it to  make pie crusts. He, in particular, did not have much 
success until "after many trials. . .I learned the secret of an 
Indian woman who showed me the right way of it." 

Aside from making the cassava into bread, the Indians also 
boiled "it with Guinea pepper, and make of it an excellent 
and wholesome sauce." A similar, if not  identical, sauce was 
used in the seasoning of fish and meat by the Island Carib, 
and boiled cassava juice as well as peppers were standard 
condiments among the Guiana tribes. 

Hammocks are often mentioned in seventeenth-century 
plantation inventories and were used by Europeans from the 
earliest days of Barbados' colonization. Hammocks, an 
Amerindian invention and ubiquitous among northern South 
American and Antillean peoples, may have been directly 
introduced to Barbados as a result of contact with such 
peoples, but evidence for direct introduction is lacking. Also 
one cannot ignore the possibility that, as a result of extensive 

L late zixteenth and early seventeenth century contacts with 
Indians in the Guianas, Englishmen themselves were the 
agents for the hammock's diffusion; consequently, the settlers 
who arrived in 1627 may have brought the item with them 
from England. 

In Barbados, hammocks were made from at least three 
materials, but cotton seems to  have been predominant. In 
the late 1630's one planter requested that among goods sent 
from England there should be included "strong canvas for t o  
be hamakeres," but in 1634 Father Andrew White observed 
that the island's inhabitants had "beds [which] are coverlets 
woven artfully together out of cotton. . . stretched by ropes 
to a couple of posts on each side." Twenty years later, 
Antoine Riet, who had had considerable contact with ~ n d ~ a n s  

Y 

in the Guianas, also commented that hammocks "made in the 
Indian style" were constructed of cotton, an observation also 
recorded in the following decade by Spoeri who added that 
the hammocks are "four yards long and four yards wide. . . 
are pulled tight at both ends like a fish net. . . [and] are sus- 
pended at both ends inside a room, but out of ignorance 
some people suspend them to  two trees under the open sky." 
Ligon, however, describes hammocks as being made from the 
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mangrove tree: "The bark of this tree being well ordered will 
make very strong ropes, and the Indians make it as fine as 
flax and spin it into fine thread whereof they make 

-4 

hammocks." Ligon and other sources, such as plantation 
inventories, directly imply that hammocks were not used by 
Negro slaves, and although whites also used beds, hammocks 
had a distinct advantage for by tarring the "strings of our 
hammocks. . . we avoid [ants] better in hammocks than in 
beds." A similar advantage of the hammock was reported by 
Colt who, in 1631, remarked: "You [the Barbadian colon- 
ists] have such abundance of small gnats by the sea shore 

1 [which] towards the sun going down. . . bite so as no rest can 
I be had without fires under your hammocks;" a similar prac- 
I tice has been noted among South American Indians to ward 
i off mosquitoes and other insects, and it is not improbabte 

that the practice in Barbados derived from an Amerindian 
source. 

However, with respect to  the type of hammock found in 
Barbados, and the materials and techniques employed in its 
manufacture, the source of Amerindian influence is difficult 
to ascertain. Also, it may well be that various types were 
beifig produced on the island contemporaneously or a t  dif- 
ferent time periods. Ligon is the only writer to mention that 

* 

hammocks were made from tree bark fibers. Tree fibers 
employed in aboriginal hammock manufacture are not 
reported for the Antilles but they are known for South 
America, while cotton hammock; are reported for both areas. 
As noted above, Henry Colt had reported the use of ham- 
mocks in Barbados (without mentioning the material out of 
which they were constructed); after leaving the island, he 
went t o  Dominica, inhabited at that time by Caribs, specifi- 
calIy to  acquire a hammock for, as he said, "These people 
are thought to have the best9'- thus suggesting that the ham- 
mocks made in Barbados were not Carib ones. Neville 
Connell quotes a mid-seventeenth century plantation inven- 
tory which mentions "six two breadth hammacoes [and] six 
three breadth hammacoes,"- the breadths might simply refer 
to  standards of measurement or might indicate that ham- 
mocks were made in strips. I have been unable to find 
reference $0 hammocks being made in this way aboriginally, 
but the method is pointed t o  in the description of Barbadian 
hammocks by Father Labat (who visited Barbados in 1700). 
His description can be taken to  corroborate the view that 
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these items derived from a non-Antillean (or at least non- 
e Island Carib) source, and/or t o  suggest that during the seven- 

teenth century modifications had been made on basic Amerin- 
dian techniques: 

9 
There are some inhabitants of Barbados who employ their \Negro] 
slaves in spinning cotton and making hammocks. These beds are 
made of four  breadths, o r  five if one asks fo r  them t o  be  made in 
this way. The cloth is perfectly well twilled, even strong and hand- 
some. Those which are made in Martinique d o  no t  come close t o  
[ the size of the  Barbadian hammock].  However the Carib hammocks 
are more comfortable than the  [Barbadian ones] because being all of 
one piece the cloth of which they are made is prepared equally 
throughout, whereas those which are of several breadths cannot  be 
made so since the seams are always stiffer than the rest of the cloth;  
I bought two of these [Barbadian] hammocks a t  a cheap enough 
price; if I had been a merchant, I would have been able t o  make a 
considerable profit by buying a number of these hammocks which 
are sought after and are expensive in the [French] islands. 

Hammocks were also a valued form of property in 
Barbados during the seventeenth century. Peter Strong, who 
was on the island between 1634 and 1641, noted that ham- * 
mocks were'often taken away by tax collectors in lieu of 
cotton and tobacco, the normal specie for taxes, and among 
goods confiscated from Quakers in 16 59 and 1663 were 
noted hammocks valued at 100 pounds and 150 pounds of 
sugar, respectively. Hammocks continued t o  be used by 
Barbados planters well into the eighteenth century and 
probably later as well. In 1724, it was reported that 
hammocks were a common item manufactured from the 
island's cotton and William Dickson reports, in the following 
terms, the way in which hammocks were employed during 
the 1770's and 1780's: "Many country families in Barbados 
are provided with a number of white cotton hammocks of 
the texture of counterpanes, neatly fringed, and made large 

C enough to  fold over the body, and serve as bed-clothes in 
this hot country Every apartment has one or more pairs 
of cleats to  hang them on, so that, if a party too numerous 
for the standing beds, happens to  be kept late, by rain, etc., . they can be accommodated for the night." 

Aside from using the mangrove tree to  make ropes and 
hammocks, Ligon also reported that the Indians used it to  
make "divers other things they wear, and I have heard the 
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linen they wear, is made of this bark, as also their chairs and 
stools." Bark cloth is reported aboriginally for the Guianas 
and also for various tribes in the South American tropical 
forests, but Irvine Rouse specifically notes its absence among 
the Taino, and i t  is not mentioned for the Island Carib. With 
respect t o  the West Indies, however, Claude Levi-Strauss, 
commenting on plant sources for bark cloth, notes that "in 
the northern parts of the continent and in the West Indies" 
bark cloth was obtained from four different sources, but he 
does not specify which of these was used in the West Indies, 
none of these plants includes the mangrove, and none of 
them, as far as I can tell, has been identified for Barbados. 
Furthermore, the South American references I have consulted 
do not indicate if the mangrove was used for the manufac- 
ture of bark cloth. 

Similar problems of indentification are posed with respect 
to the r-andfacture of "chairs and stools." Wooden stools 
were common among aboriginals in the West Indies and 
northern South America, but Ligon's reference is too brief to  
be of much use. It might be that the red mangrove (Rhizo- 
phora mangle), which is widely distributed in the West Indies 
and the' coasts of tropical South America, and found in Bar- L 

bados in the seventeenth century, was utilized by native 
peoples for furniture construction and other purposes. The 
techniques employed by Barbados' Amerindians are 
unknown, and although Ligon noted that African slaves also 
processed the mangrove bark into ropes, the extent, if any, of 
Amerindian influence remains problematical. 

The use of the calabash (Crescentia.cujete).~r gourd (Lagenaria 
siceraria) for the manufacture of household utensils and con- 
tainers may have been- a t  least partially-the result of con- 
tact with Indians. In 1630, Captain John Smith reported the 
existence of "gourds so great - -. as will make good great bottles, 
and cut in two pieces shes and plarters." During 
Ligon's residence the the "calabash tree" was also 
being used in the man : of a variety of household 
items: "some for dishes, some for cups, some for basins, and 
some of the largest t o  carry water in, as we do gourds, with 
handles atop as that of a kettle, for they are smooth and * 

much stronger than [the eourA1 " 
Although neither Sn pecifically mention 

Indians in this contexl from the cultivated 

U J  . 
Ligon s] 
Is made 
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. Crescentia cujete and Lageneria siceraria were standard features 
of the technological kit of South American Indians in general, 
and are specifically noted for, among others, Antillean and 
Guiana peoples. The calabash, in particular, was a native 

I American plant widely cultivated from the Antilles to  south 
Brazil, and it is not unreasonable to assume that the Arawaks 
who arrived in 1627 introduced the settlers to the use of this 
plant which may have been brought with them. The gourd is 
clearly distinguished from the calabash-by Ligon, and despite 
the gourd's Old World origin, its widespread use by South 

. American Indians may point to them as the agents for its 
diffusion (or use introduction), although the role of Africans 
in this respect cannot be discounted. 

Other than the few items presented above, the written 
sources afford little else on the life of Barbados' Amerindians 
although additional, albeit sparse, references are occasionally 
found. In 1710-1712, Walduck, an island resident, remarked - 
that "most people in the West Indies are given to the obser- 
vation of dreams and omens, by their conversation with 
Negroes or Indians," implying that this comment applied to . Barbados as well. The same writer recorded the absence of 
"flint stones" in Barbados, and noted fire-making by the 
widespread rotary friction method, viz., "The Negroes and 
Carib Indians rub fire out of two sticks, one being soft and 
the other hard." Ligon observed that the Indians were quite 
susceptible to "poxes" and that "they have many and the 
best cures for it," but no details are offered on these curing 
practices. Ligon also admired the Indian women's adeptness 
at the removal of chiggers, a ubiquitous nuisance in the seven- 
teenth century: "The Indian women," he writes, "have the 
best skill to take them out, which they do by putting in a 
small pointed pin or needle at the hole where he came in, 
winding the point about the bag [of eggs] loosen him from 
the flesh and so take him out. . . I have had ten taken out of - my feet in a morning by the unfortunate Yarico." From 
various references Ligon makes to pottery on the island, one 
can infer that Indians were not making it. T h i ~  absence is 
difficult to account for since pottery was such a characteristic 
trait of the Antillean and South American populations with 
which we ar,e dealing. The technological aspects of Barbados' 
contemporary pottery indusny seem to have evolved with- 
out any significant Amerindian (or African) influences. 
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Other aspects of early Barbadian culture which may have 
been partially or  wholly influenced by Amerindians (although 
Indians are not  specifically mentioned in the sources) might 
include mortars, basketry, and the pepperpot. Ligon men- 
tions that mortars were used for the pounding of corn, but  he  
neither comments on the material ou t  of which they were 
constructed nor offers a description of them. Wooden mor- 
tars, common in West Africa, are also known for Amerindian 
populations, including the Island Caribs. Griffith Hughes 
identifies some native plants used in the construction of bas- 
kets, but descriptions of these baskets are not  given. 
Dominica and St. Vincent Caribs were trading baskets, among 
other products, in Barbados during the 1730's, and these 
may have had some impact on the local industry. But baske- 
try is such a common trait among Amerindians that  techni- 
ques and styles may have been introduced earlier; or, of 
course, the basketry made in Barbados (as well as the mor- 
tars) could have reflected no  Amerindian influence at  all. 
Finally, the idea of a "pepper-pot," reported under that  
name by George Pinckard in the late eighteenth century and 
widely distributed among Amerindians, might have been 
introduced from that source. According t o  Pinckard, the 
peppcr-pot was a "favourite dish of the [African] s1aves"and 
was made "by stewing various kinds of vegetables with a bit 
of salt meat, or  salt fish, and seasoning it very high with. . . 
some species of red pepper"; but ,  once again, by this late 
date the African derivation o f  this type of  stew cannot be 
discounted. 

It  is by no  means certain that  the traits discussed above 
were attributes of the island's Indian contingent as a whole 
over time or, indeed, for any given period. In addition, des- 

criptive information for many of these traits is of t oo  genera- 
lized or  cursory a nature to  permit their definitive identifica- 
tion with a particular ethnic group or  tribal provenience. A 
number of these traits (or complexes) can, in fact, be attri- 
buted t o  the Island Carib, but  many of them could be identi- 
fied equally well with other Antillean and South American 
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group$. Thus, on the basis of the evidence reviewed above, it 
is difficult to  make specific statements about either the 
provenience of Barbados' Amerindians or .the ethnic composi- 
tion of this group which, in any case, by the mid-seventeenth 
century, was not localized but dispersed in various areas of the 
island. However, the evidence and more importantly historical 
materials considered at greater length in my earlier article 
make it seem that such Indians represented a variety of peo- 
ples who largely derived from neighboring islands in the 
Lesser Antilles and from the northern coastal areas of South 
America, including the Guianas. 

Although Indian contributions to  Barbadian early culture 
are often a matter of speculation, it has been shown (less 
tentatively for some culture items than for others) that this 
population did have a role io play in the adaptations that 
English and African colonists made to  their new environment. 
The consideration of Indian contributions to  Barbadian cul-. . ture is important for another and broader reason. I t  has often 
been assumed that the African slaves coming t o  Barbados in 
large numbers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
had virtually no  part in shaping the contemporary life of the 

* island and made little or no contribution t o  the enduring and 
characteristic aspects of Barbadian culture. However, if a 
relative handful of Amerindians could contribute t o  Barba- 
dos' cultural development, one might reasonably expect that 
the tens of thousands more of Africans (and their descen- 
dants) made more of an impact, both in direct perceivable 
areas and in more subtle ones such as aspects of social organ- 
ization, values, and style of life. Only continuing intensive 
research into the documentary materials, of which the seven- 
teenth and eighteenth centuries have left an abundant legacy, 
will permit a delineation of the contributions made by 
Africans t o  Barbadian culture. Such research will also enable 
an assessment of how Barbados developed a distinct type of . New World culture. The tap root of this culture lies in both 
northern Europe and western Africa, but its trunk sprouted 
in the socio-economic matrix of a plantation-colonial society 
based upon slave labour and the production of sugar. 
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NOTES 

1. A slightly different version of this paper was first published in 
Caribbean Studies (vol. 9, 1970, pp. 50-62) under the title "Aspects of 
Amerindian Ethnography in 17th Century Barbados." Modifications 
in the present text  include some rephrasing, the deletion of footnotes, 
the inclusion of some of the original footnotes within the text,  and the 
deletion of aU bibliographic citations. 

2. "The Amerindian Slave Population of Barbados in the Seventeenth 
and Early Eighteenth Centuries," (Cavibbean Studies,  vol. 8 ,  1969, 
pp. 38-64). Reprinted in the Journal of the Barbados , l l r rs~um and 
Historical Socie ty  (vol. 33, 1970, pp. 111-36). 


